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1. There is ------ calcium deposit on the wall of aorta

     	--->> Incease

     	      decrease

     	      normal

     	      None of the above

2. Chronological age is

     	--->> easy to calculate

     	      difficult to calculate

     	      not important

     	      not useful

3. Monamin oxidase (MAO) production is--- in old age

     	--->> increased

     	      decrease

     	      normal

     	      all these

4. Creatinine clearance ------ in old age

     	      increase

     	--->> decrease

     	      normal

     	      abnormal

5. Effect of age on hair include

     	      Turn gray
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     	      become bristle

     	      increase onwomen face

     	--->> all these

6. The role of a nurse in home care include the following except

     	      rehabilitation

     	      palliative care

     	--->> provision of mony

     	      teaching

7. The renal blood flow increased from

     	--->> 600-1200/min

     	      500-1000ml/min

     	      600-1000ml/min

     	      450-850ml/min

8. The teleomeres  end of chromosomes appear to----with cell circle

     	      lengthen

     	      thinkens

     	--->> shorten

     	      all these

9. Effect of age on dermis include

     	--->> collagen increase

     	      skin elasticity incease

     	      all of the above

     	      None of the above

10. Cardiac murmur ------- in elderly

     	      Decrease
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     	--->> Increase

     	      do nt cange

     	      all of the above
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